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Carottna Power & Ught Company
vauremamarnemmarwsmemmaammmassa

Brunswick Nuclear Project
company correspondenu 0, 1

March 28, 1991

FILE: B09 13510C 10CFR2.201
SERIAL: BSEP/91 0120

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington D. C. 20555

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PIANT UNITS 1 AND 2
DOCKET NOS. 50 325 AND 50 324

LICENSE NOS. DPR 71 AND DPR 62
REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIDIATIOR

Gentlemen:

The Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP) has received NRC Inspection Report
50 325/90 048 and 50 324/90 048 and finds that it does not contain information
of a proprietary nature.

This report included a Notice Of Violation. Enclosed is Carolina Power 6 Light
Company's response to that Notice of Violation.

Very truly yours.

\
N , S encer eral Manager
Qu swibk Nuclear Project

SFT/

Enclosure

ec: Mr. S. D. Ebneter
Mr. N. B. Le
BSEP NRC Resident Office
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ATTACHMENT 1
:

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
DOCKET NOS. 50-325 AND 50-324
LICENSE NOS. DPR-71 AND DPR-62
REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIOLATION

VIOLATION A
'

10 CFR 50.55a (c) (1) requires that components which are a part of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary meet the requirements for
Class 1 components in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

: Vessel Code. The Carolina Power and Light (CP&L) specification
(248-158 Revision 1) for field replacement of Reactor Coolant
Recirculation System (RCRS) piping in Unit 1 of the Brunswick Steam
Electric Power Plant (BSEP) requires Nondestructive Evaluations
(NDE) be performed in compliance with the requirements of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Sections III and V (1986 Edition
without Addenda). Paragraph T-292 of . Section V, Article 2,

requires the interpretation of each radiograph be recorded on a
review form accompanying the radiographs.

Contrary to the above requirements, CP&L did not record, on report
AFR2-8, the interpretation of porosity in radiographic view 2-3 of
weld 1B32FFA-12-FWRR810A in the field replacement of RCRS piping in
Unit 1 at BSEP.

This is a severity Level IV violation.

. Reference: Report Nos. 50-325/90-48 and 50-324/90-48

RESPONEE !

I. Denial of the Violation

Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) denies the above violation.

II. Basis For DisDutina the Violation

In November and December of-1990, CP&L performed Radiography
(RT) examination of the Unit _1 RCRS piping in accordance with
the General Electric radiography ' procedure- CPL-27.0
" Radiographic-Examination of Welds". -The procedure supports
the intent of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Sections
III and V (1986 Edition). As identified within CPL-27.0, a 4

radiographic report shall contain film interpretation noting
all significant indications, their location'and acceptability.
.CP&L recognizes interpretations as identified within the
: United - States ~ Atomic Energy Commission letter to Portland-
General Electric dated March 21,1974 'and code interpretations

~

V-77-06 _and - N-77-279 as a basis for ' defining- significant
indications.--
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ATTACHMENT 1 2

Per the Atomic Energy Commission letter, linear
indications should be recorded. The letter further
recognizes that "It is unreasonable, for example, to
expect that each small porosity indication be logged, but
on the other hand, wo expect that linear discontinuities
regardless of size be classified as to type and
acceptability". This statomont clearly indicates
concerns fer linear indications and not "small porosity".
The Radiographic Report in question does not mention
throo (3) spots of porosity considered acceptable in
accordance with Appendix VI of ASME, Section III.

ASME code interpretations V-77-06 and H-77-279 issued in
July, 1977 and May, 1978 respectively, indicate that
though " linear indications" must be recorded and
dispositioned on a radiographic review form, the
documentation of individual code acceptable flaws or
indications is not required.

Additionally, the Rsdiographic Procedure CPL-27.0 does
not allow for acceptance of linear indications. If
linear indications were present, recording of the
condition would have been required by procedure and the
radiography rejected.

In summary, the R diographic Report in qur *. ion did not
mention three (3) spots of porosity. Base 2 on the ASME
code, ASME code interpretations and the interpretation of
requirements provided by the Atomic Energy Commission,
CP&L believes that recording of all porosity is not a
requirement and therefore, adequate basis exists for
disputing the violation as identiflod within report nos.
50-325/90-48 and 50-324/90-48.
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ATTACHMENT 1 3

>

VIOLATION B

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, requires activities affecting
quality be prescribed by documented procedures, and the activities
accomplished in accordance with the proceduros. CP&L's documented
procedure for the Ultrasonic Evaluation of pi?ing systems, in
compliance with the requirements of the ASME BoLler and Pressure
vessel Code Section XI, paragraph IWB-3514.3 (1980 Edition with the
Winter '81 Addenda) NDEP-425, Revision) with Interim Change 1,

requires the recording of suspected flaws and indications of
geometric or metallurgical origin.

Contrary to these requirements, CP&L did not record suspected flaws
in the form of lack of fusion which were disclosed by an NRC
independent u? trasonic evaluation and indication of geometric
origin which were also dicciosed by an NRC independent ultrasonic
evaluation contained in weld 1-G31-1095 in the Reactor Water Clean-
up System (RWCS).

This is a Severity Level IV violation.

Reference Report Nos. 50-325/90-48 and 50-324/90-48

Resoonse

I. Admission of the Violation

CP&L admits that violation B occurred as stated above.

II. Reason for the Violation

The incident noted above occurred as a result of
personnel error. The incident is discussed below.

Weld 1-G31-1095 was examined and accepted per CP&L UT
procedure NDEP-425 " Ultrasonic Examination of Piping.
Systems" by CP&L NDE Services personnel on 10/31/90. In
December of 1990, a follow-up UT performed by HRC NDE
personnel identified flaws which the CP&L NDE Services
personnel failed to record. On 12/8/90, CP&L NDE
Services personnel performed a third UT examination of
the subject wold and confirmed the weld to be rejectable.
In each case, the UT test conditions (i.e. procedure,
test equipment, and personnel experience base and
qualification) were duplicated.

|
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ATTACHMENT 1 4

On 12/9/90, in an effort to identify the cause of the
incident-and establish appropriate corrective actions,
CP&L NDE Services personnel generated Non-Conformance
Report NCR M-90-011. As identified within the responsei

to NCR M-90-011, the cause of the incident is attributed
to personnel error. The personnel- involved in
performance of the initial UT failed to identify and,

I record flaws and indications of geometric or
metallurgical origin.

III. Corrective Actions Which Have Been Tak2D'

Efforts to establish whether the incident is an isolated
event included UT reexamination of two (2) welds
previously evaluated and review of Radiography (RT) film
of all welds examined by the CP&L NDE Services personnel
involved with the incident. Based on review, it was
determined that the personnel involved with the incident-
had previously examined sovon (7) UT items. A test
sample size of two (2) was selected:using the Sampling
Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes, MIL-
STD-105D to support validation of personnel proficiency.
- A selection criteria of dif ficult accessibility, similar
geometry and configuration, and similar pipe size was
developed to ensure consistency of examination technique
and methodology. Examination by an independent NDE-
inspection-team of the two (2) items selected identified
no non-conformances. Additionally, an independent review
of six (6) weld' Radiography (RT) results associated with -
testing performed and evaluated by the NDE services
personnel involved with the incident identified no items '

of non-conformance.

The UT-procedure required for the examination, NDEP-425-
" Ultrasonic Examination Procedure for Piping Systems",'
was revised to strenghthen: :the areas - concerning-
calibration technique and inuication recording levels
with an interim change on 12/9/90.- Additionally, the'

CP&L NDE Services Unit inspectors have received
instruction on the changes to the UT procedure and the
applicability to-the event.

IV. .Qorrective Actions To Bo Taken And Date Of Full Comoliance

CP&L considers -the= corrective actions initiated to
resolve-NCR M-90-011, including the interim changes-to'
the-UT| procedure, ensure full compliance- with. the ASME
code requirements- and 10 CFR 50,' Appendix B, Criterion V.'

The-UT procedure interim changes shall-be incorporated
into a permanent revision to be completed;by 5/1/91. |

~
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ATTACHMENT 1 5
,

VIOLATION C

10 CFR 50.55 (g) (3) requires that components classified as ASME
Code Class 1, 2 or 3 meet the preservice examination requirements
set forth in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Examinations performed by CP&L under this requirement are to
the 1980 Edition (with '81 Addenda). The requirement under
Appendix III in Section XI, paragraph 3500, part (1), requires the
recording of special transducer - wedges in the calibration
documentation for ultrasonic exaninations.
Contrary to this requirement, the documentation of calibration for
the preservice ultrasonic examination of weld 1E218-39-FW6 did not,

record the use of a s?ecially altered transducer wedge, when this
special wedge was cr:.tical to obtaining the volumetric coverage
recorded in the inspection report.

.,

'

This is a Severity Level V violation.

Reference: Report Nos. 50-325/90-48 and 50-324/90-48

RESPONSE

,

I. Denial of the Violation
,

CP&L denies the above violation.

II. -Basis for Discutina the Violation

In accordance with Appendix III, paragraph 3500, part (1)
of ASME Section XI, 1980 Edition through the Winter 1981
Addenda, specialized search units, wedges, shoe type or ,

saddle's identification, if used,-are to be-recorded-on
the calibration- documentation for ultrasonic
examinations. .CP&L disagrees that the use of the bull

-nosed wedge-constitutes a-specialized wedge.

Specialized wedges are those pursuant to the requirements
of Appendix III, paragraph 2120, part (b). Wedges-used
for nozzle inner radius examinations are an example of-

-

the use of specialized wedges bound by the aforementioned i

requirement. With such specialized wedges, the sound j
-beam travels through significantly more wedge material j
before entering the examination material. -In recognition- i
of the significant ef fect this- type of wedge has upon '

calibration, Appendix III, paragraph 2120,

1
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ATTACHMENT 1 6

part (b), requires that calibration be performed with the
contact wedge used during the examination.

Pursuant to Appendix III, paracjraph 3230, the Code
permits " reducing the dimoncion of the wedge edge-to-beam
entry point" to cbtain full ecverage of the weld
examination area. The reduced front edge type of wef.ge
can be ordered from a vendor or modified in the field.
This reduction of the wedge edge-to-beam entry point has
no ef fect on the distanco the sound. beam travels from the
transducer face to the examination material and therefore
has no effect on system calibration. CP&L does not
believe the bull nosed wedge app 1Acation constitutes a-
specialized-transducer wedge.

While denying the code requirements as cited by this
violation apply to the use of bull nosed wedges and !
constitutes a basis for the violation,'CP&L recognizes
the recording of the wedge edge-to-beam entry point to be-
a good practice. Carolina Power and Light -(CP&L) will
ensure that such data is recorded on calibration data
sheets for future examinations.
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